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Apart from the current teaching of spirometric methods in laboratory courses on respiratory physiology, we have included an experiment in which medical students determine their own residual volume by applying the indicator-dilution technique. For hygienic reasons we used a bag-in-the-box system to dilute helium within alveolar space by performing the single-breath method. Although each participant independently underwent only one single-breath maneuver, we gained a reliable relationship between residual volume and subjects' height and body weight in 68 female (r = 0.6, P < 0.0001) and 99 male (r = 0.42, P < 0.0001) students. From this successful outcome and with the opportunity to discuss the limitations of the single-breath method as well, we inferred that this experiment affords a transparent and instructive approach to interpreting the determination of lung volumes on the basis of the indicator-dilution technique.
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measurement. After expiring their vital capacity in a sitting position, the volunteers were asked to inhale 1–2 liters of test gas (with nose closed), to hold their breath for 10 s, and to finally expire maximally through a stainless steel tube (volume = 0.5 liter). From this tube, the alveolar gas sample was continuously sucked into a He analyzer (He-Test, E. Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany) to measure the fractional concentration of He within the end-tidal gas mixture ($F_{\text{AHe}}$). The fractional concentration of inspired He ($F_{\text{IHe}} = 9\%$) and an inspired volume of 1–2 liters turned out to provide an optimal consistency of results, reducing the cross talk contribution of oxygen to the He measurements. A spirometer (Spiro-Junior, E. Jaeger), which was connected to the inside of the box (i.e., the outside of the bag), was used as a volumeter to indicate inspired volume of test gas ($V_I$). A scheme of the experimental procedure is given in Fig. 1.

Before these experiments were established within our laboratory courses, 20 single-breath maneuvers were respectively performed by two scientists of the Department of Physiology, yielding a coefficient of variation (SD/mean) of $<4\%$ in the determination of RV. In addition, each of the two subjects underwent a further set of 20 measurements of RV by applying the multiple-breath nitrogen washout method without obtaining significantly different results: $1,756 \pm 45$ (mean $\pm$ SD) vs. $1,733 \pm 50$ ml (He dilution) and $1,620 \pm 47$ vs. $1,597 \pm 60$ ml (He dilution). Nonetheless, this comparison indicates that the He measurements tend to reveal underestimates of true RV. This may be caused by a more adequate indicator gas mixing within alveolar space by the multiple-breath methods (1).

Using the indicator-dilution technique, we had the opportunity to teach the development of the mass-balance equation, required to calculate RV. Because
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**FIG. 1.**
Scheme of experimental procedure to determine residual volume by applying He-dilution technique. $V_D$, anatomical dead space.
He represents an inert gas of low solubility, the amount of test gas, diluted within RV, should not change significantly during the breath-holding period of 10 s, and therefore

\[ (V_I - V_D) \cdot F_{\text{He}} = (RV + V_I - V_D) \cdot F_{\text{Air}} \]  

where \( V_D \) is anatomical dead space. Solving Eq. 1 for RV then reveals

\[ RV = (V_I - V_D) \cdot \frac{F_{\text{He}} - F_{\text{Air}}}{F_{\text{Air}}} \]  

To keep the experimental setup simple, \( V_D \) was not measured separately, but was assumed to be 150 ml in each subject.

Each participant was asked to compare experimentally determined and predicted values of RV, using known equations from the literature (2).

RESULTS

Table 1 contains the volunteers' respective characteristics, given as means ± SD. As shown here, we found the expected significant differences between women and men in height, weight, body surface, body mass index, and, of course, in RV when values were subjected to Student's paired t-test.

Figure 2 shows the interrelation between RV and height as well as body weight obtained from the female and male participants. Linear regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Subject characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>24±3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, m</td>
<td>1.70±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>59±6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body surface, m²</td>
<td>1.68±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>20.6±2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV, liters</td>
<td>1.46±0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD of 68 female and 99 male medical students. BMI, body mass index; RV, residual volume.
analyses revealed

residual volume = \(-1.78 + 2.63\times\text{height} - 0.02\times\text{weight}\) (3)

as well as

residual volume = \(1.86 + 0.73\times\text{body surface} - 0.079\times\text{body mass index}\) (4)

(Eqs. 3 and 4: \(n = 68, r = 0.6, P < 0.0001\)) for the female students and

residual volume = \(-1.72 + 2.29\times\text{height} - 0.012\times\text{weight}\) (5)

as well as

residual volume = \(1.61 + 0.75\times\text{body surface} - 0.068\times\text{body mass index}\) (6)

(Eqs. 5 and 6: \(n = 99, r = 0.42, P < 0.0001\)) for the male students.

DISCUSSION

During each seminar the pros and cons of the indicator-dilution technique, as applied here, were discussed.

1) Under the assumption that \(V_D\) always amounts to 150 ml and with an inspiratory volume averaging 1.5 liters, even large errors in assuming \(V_D\) were only weighted by 10%. For our purposes in this case such a degree of uncertainty was quite acceptable.

2) When single-breath maneuvers are performed in cases of obstructive or restrictive ventilation disorders, an inhomogeneous distribution of inert gases within alveolar space is very likely (1), leading to a false determination of residual volume. Therefore, those of our students who were suffering from a common cold were not included in the measurements (our findings thus represent an unbiased sample of healthy, young volunteers).

3) In the case of patients with pulmonary diseases, multiple-breath or plethysmographic techniques should be used to exclude inadequate gas mixing (1).

4) With the use of the bag-in-the-box system, the test gas was always inhaled from the bag, which was always filled up from the same gas bottle. Because inspiratory and expiratory pathways were separated from each other, this equipment enabled us to attend to one student group within an hour but without any danger of airborne infection.

5) Only 5% of the participants showed a significant deviation between measured and predicted values (2) of RV.

6) Our students were able to gauge their own total lung capacity without having to employ extensive means.

CONCLUSION

Although each medical student normally underwent only one single-breath maneuver, and despite the fact that this technique particularly depends on complying meticulously with the experimental procedure, we gained reliable results when comparing measured and predicted values of residual volume in each subject. This successful outcome may reflect the eager participation of our volunteers. We therefore believe that the determination of residual volume was and is well accepted by our medical students.
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